A Regular Meeting of the Board of Regents of northern New Mexico College was held on March 26, 2021 Via Zoom and in person. Regents Present: Michael A. Martin (in person), Porter Swentzell (Via Zoom), Erica Velarde (Via Zoom), Maria Evelyn Juarez (Via Zoom), Ruben Archuleta (in person), Tomas Rodriguez (Via Zoom) and Damian L. Martinez (Via Zoom).

Northern New Mexico College Staff Present: President Richard J. Bailey, Jr., PhD (in person); Ivan Lopez Hurtado, PhD, Provost & Vice President for Academic Affairs (Via Zoom); Ricky A. Bejarano, CPA, CGMA, Vice President for Finance & Administration (Via Zoom); Vince Lithgow, Comptroller, John Ussery, El Rito Campus Director; Chris Trujillo, IT; Sally Martinez, Executive Assistant to the Provost & Vice President for Academic Affairs; Ryan Cordova, Athletic Director, Men’s Basketball Coach; Cecilia Romero, Continuing Education Coordinator; Don Appiarius, Assistant Provost of Student Affairs; Robert Palko, Registrar; Frank Loera, NNMC Branch Trades Chair; Kendall Berrian, Branch Community College Health & Safety Officer; and Amy Peña, Executive Office Director.

Others Present: Evelyn Juarez, Student Senate President, Ari Levin, Rio Grande Sun

Faculty Present: Victoria Erhart, Dr. Anna X. Gutierrez Sisneros, Rhiannon West, Dr. Lori Baca, Joaquin Gallegos,

Others Present: Judge Alexandria Naranjo; Tim Crone; Tina Archuleta

I. OATH OF OFFICE - REGENT ARCHULETA AND REGENT JUAREZ

Board President Martin welcomed the new Regents to the meeting and state the Board of Regents Meeting would begin with the Oath of Office. President Bailey stated we are ready for the Oath of Office. Judge Naranjo stated now that everyone is present good morning and congratulations to the two new Regents on the team. She mentioned to Dr. Bailey earlier that Ms. Juarez was a former kindergarten student of hers and of course Mr. Archuleta a colleague and as always, she is honored to be at the Board of Regents Meeting. The Honorable Alexandria Naranjo conducted the swearing in of Northern New Mexico College’s new Regents, Regent Maria Evelyn Juarez and Regent Ruben Archuleta.
Board President Martin called the meeting to order at 9:08AM. Board President Martin asked Regent Archuleta and Regent Juarez asked each Regent for a brief introduction.

Regent Archuleta stated it is an honor for him to be with the Board of Regents. He is an Alumni of Northern, it is very dear to his heart. He has worked with Dr. Bailey in the past and he is excited to work with Dr. Bailey. His name is Ruben Archuleta, he graduated from Espanola Valley High School, a graduate of Northern, he has a wife Tina and two sons, one is a freshman and one is a sixth grader, Luke and Zachary. He is an employee of Espanola Hospital, a supervisor for Radiology and has been there for 25 years. He is really involved in his community, his church, involved in feeding the homeless. They do a lot of community stuff that they can teach their kids to be good role models and try to be a positive role model for the community.

Regent Juarez stated her name is Maria Evelyn Juarez but the Board of Regents can call her Evelyn. Her pronouns are she/her/hers. Regent Juarez is originally from a small town in Chihuahua, Mexico and immigrated to the states when she was about 18 months old and has been living in Espanola, New Mexico ever since. She graduated from Espanola High School as Co-Valedictorian and really has been here her entire life. She identifies as a first-generation immigrant DACA student, Latina and she is a very familial. She dedicates her weekends to serving the Holy Cross Catholic Church as a singer and guitarist at every 8:30AM mass and currently a Senior Biology Major at Northern New Mexico College on a pre-med track. She would like to express tons of gratitude to everyone who is on this call but especially to President Bailey and Dr. Appiarius for their constant support and constantly empowering her and seeing her potential and helping her to see it every single day as well. She is very excited to be able to print her perspective to this role, the perspective of a first generation DACA Latina. She is excited to learn from each and every one and also learn a lot about this experience as well. She would also like to give a huge shout out to Regent Rodriguez for answering her million and one questions about this role. Thank you so much for your guidance as well and she is honored to be amongst everyone.

Regent Martin stated Regent Martinez and Regent Rodriguez are in the meeting and thanked them for their service and hope for much success in the future. Vice President Velarde stated she is excited to see two new Regents but sad to see out two prior Regents going as well. (inaudible). Thank you to the new Regents because now you are giving your time to Northern as well and she appreciates it and looks forward to working with the Regents. Regent Swentzel stated he would like to thank everyone for allowing this and we said some words in December but he thinks it bears worthwhile to reiterate thanks to the departing Regents for their term of service and of course being a Student Regent, it means you need to balance a lot and Tomas it has been great to see him balance basketball and his student work and showing up for these Regent things as well. It can be
tough and he has been a good model for other student Regents and Damian, he really appreciates all the years that he has put in serving Northern New Mexico College, especially when he came on in hard times and he can rest assured that he has helped lead the institution to greener pastures for sure. Especially from the place the College was at that time. The whole community from Northern New Mexico owes you a debt of gratitude for your service to the College. Thank you. Of course, welcome to the new Regents and Regent Swentzell looks forward to serving with them for the next time period of their term.

Board President Martin asked Regent Rodriguez and Regent Martinez if they would like to say a few words.

Regent Rodriguez stated he would like to thank everyone and he is sorry he could not be here. He is grateful for all the things done for him and the Board has done wonderful things for his two years at the school. He knows the Regents will do good things. Best of luck to the new Regents, work hard and he hopes God blesses God Bless. The Board have been such a good example and he will do his best in the rest of his journey.

Regent Martinez stated he would like to say when he didn’t get reappointed, he was saddened but when you think about it you get excitement because we are all given opportunities with the hopes that we make some little difference with the opportunity that we have. After the period of sadness there was excitement, there was excitement for the new Regents. Regent Archuleta and Regent Juarez because you can't atrophy as any entity and you always need new views and thoughts to come in and having these two new Regents is going to give different perspectives that none of the Regents on the Board have and that is what the excitement, he has for the school is. To Regent Archuleta and Juarez there will be times when you want to pull your hair out, times when you are frustrated but most of the time you will love what you do, you will laugh a lot and like him you will look back fondly on the relationships you make and the time you spent at Northern. To Regent Archuleta and Juarez, good luck, Godspeed and he wishes them success over their journey in the next six years for Regent Archuleta and the next couple of years for Regent Juarez. With respect to everyone else on the call and those who are not on the call, Regent Martinez would like to thank them for everything they do. Thank you for what you do, Regents are but a small portion of the success of the institution. It is the people below you who make you look good in the military and it is the people who work every day at Northern New Mexico College that make the Regents, that make President Bailey, that make administration look good. Thank you everyone if you need anything, he is just a phone call away.
President Bailey stated on behalf of the College, we give a heartfelt welcome too Regents Archuleta and Juarez and look forward to working under their leadership. We are excited about the ideas and innovation they are going to bring to this team and the guidance they are going to bring to everyone. He would like to say a special thanks to both Regent Martinez and Rodriguez for their outstanding service. He thinks Regent Swentzell said it best when talking about Regent Rodriguez and the way he was able to balance so many different things. He did it with grace, with poise and maturity and the students were fortunate to have his voice in this incredible group. With Regent Martinez, he has been a guide for President Bailey since he has been at the College. He served six years as Regent Swentzell said. They were some tough times. He thinks when he talks about pulling his hair out, probably a lot of that is because of President Bailey. He will say that as we celebrate the advances we have made as an institution over the last six years, there is no question in his mind that it is because of his leadership, because of his thoughtfulness, because of his caring and because of his diligence and most of all because of his commitment to our students and our institution that we are enjoying the successes that we are and it has is fingerprints all over it. To both of those Regents, please know we send you our gratitude now and always and you are always Eagles and we will always be grateful to you.

III. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Board President Martin entertained a motion to approve the Agenda.

Regent Swentzell moved to approve the Agenda as presented. Second – Regent Velarde. A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin – yes, Regent Velarde – yes, Regent Swentzell – yes, Regent Archuleta – yes, Regent Juarez – yes. Motion passed unanimously.

IV. COMMENTS FROM THE BOARD

A. Board of Regents Subcommittee Reports

1. Selection of Board Officers

Board President Martin opened up nominations for Board President.

Regent Swentzell moved to nominate Board President Martin again. Regent Velarde – second. Board President Martin asked if there were any other nominations. There were none. A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin – yes, Regent Velarde – yes, Regent Swentzell – yes, Regent Archuleta – yes, Regent Juarez – yes. Motion passed unanimously. Motion passed unanimously.
Board President Martin opened up nominations for Vice President.

**Board President Martin nominated Regent Velarde for Vice President. Second – Regent Swentzell.** Board President Martin asked if there were any other nominations. There were none. **A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin – yes, Regent Velarde – yes, Regent Swentzell – yes, Regent Archuleta – yes, Regent Juarez – yes. Motion passed unanimously.**

Board President Martin opened up nomination for Secretary/Treasurer.

**Board President Martin nominated Regent Swentzell for Secretary/Treasurer. Second – Regent Velarde.** Board President Martin asked if there were any other nominations. There were none. **A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin – yes, Regent Velarde – yes, Regent Swentzell – yes, Regent Archuleta – yes, Regent Juarez – yes. Motion passed unanimously.**

2. **Board Committee Assignments**

Board President Martin stated there are two, the Audit/Finance/Facilities Committee. He would like Regent Velarde to Chair that Committee and have Regent Archuleta join her on that and on that and under Academic/Student Affairs he would like Regent Swentzell as Chair and have Regent Archuleta join him on that. We have not had any need for Executive Committee for quite a whole so Board President Martin is not going to do anything with that. The HERC Committee is the Higher Education Regents Coalition and normally the President and Vice President of the Board serve on that committee and he is going to put Regent Velarde and himself on this committee. Any further committees, we will deal with in the future.

3. **Audit/Finance/Facilities Committee**

Regent Velarde stated they had a great meeting yesterday morning. They had some great conversations and they will be presenting the Fiscal Watch Reports and a Board Fee resolution later on.

4. **Academic/Student Affairs Committee**

Regent Swentzell stated the committee met on Wednesday and discussed Health & Safety Policy and Tenure Recommendation and they are updated on the Academic Calendar as it stands and this will be covered on the Provost report later on and some of them have action items.
5. Executive Committee

The Executive Committee did not meet.

6. HERC – Informational

Regent Velarde stated the HERC Committee did not meet but will have one later on.

V. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Regent Martin entertained motion to approve the minutes.

Regent Swentzell moved to approve the minutes as presented from February 26, 2021. Second – Regent Velarde. A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin – yes, Regent Velarde – yes, Regent Swentzell – yes, Regent Archuleta – yes, Regent Juarez – yes. Motion passed unanimously.

VI. PRESIDENT’S REPORT AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

A. Celebrate Northern

1. IPEDS Data: Over the last 4½ year’s the IPEDs data reported, the student graduation rate has more than doubled in 4½ years. IPEDS does not capture every student, it measures first time, fulltime, degree seeking students. We have room to continue to improve but the meteoric change is a testament to the resilience of our students and it is a testament to the caring, commitment and passion of our talented faculty and staff. Congratulations to everyone at the College.

2. Scholarships: We have had some scholarships awarded recently to students. Two valued at $8,000 from N3B and thank you to the Rio Grande Sun for celebrating the students in this week’s issue. This shows the caliber of our students and the value of our partners like LANL and N3B.

3. Adobe Award: NNMC was recently recognized with the Adobe award from Quality NM and it gives the award to institutions who make leaps in strategic planning and strategic direction. This all stems from the work that we started in the fall of 2016 and the spring of 2017. President Bailey is grateful for the progress that we made and we still have more to do but to be singled out by Quality New Mexico is a testament to the hard work that everyone has put in these last several years. President Bailey would like to give a special thank you to Toby Vigil from LANL who helped with that proposal and we look forward to continuing on that journey.
B. CUP/NMICC Report

President Bailey stated for CUP and NMICC he wanted to point out last Saturday was the last day of the legislative session. It does look like there may be a slight increase in I&G funding for the FY22 budget. This is the result of a federal fund swap that happened during the special session last year. Unfortunately, RPSPs are likely to be cut 3%. The only RPSP at the College is not projected to be cut is the Nursing Enhancement. It does affect Veterans Resource Center, Athletics, Cafe Scientifique and there are some programs we are going to work through as we prepare for the FY22 budget. We did get some special capital outlay from legislators. We would like to say a special thank you to them. That funding will help with the construction of a new esports cafe for students and the construction and renovation and design of a math lab that will be housed in the Library. Thank you to our Legislators for that.

President Bailey stated there is likely going to be a special session called by the Governor to address the issue of Cannabis. He would like to make it clear to everyone that it does not affect the course we are currently teaching right now on workforce development. This is for employees of the medical cannabis industry that are actually working right now. If there is a special session and if it is approved, then the College is in the best position to scale up that course and others to welcome that new workforce to the State. We will defer to the Governor and the Legislators on their decisions.

President Bailey stated nothing is official in HB2, the State budget bill until the Governor signs it. She has 20 days from the end of the legislative session to do that so in the next two weeks we will have more clarity and will keep the Board of Regents posted and we will make sure that we have a community open forum to talk about the FY22 budget.

C. NNMC Foundation

President Bailey stated he would like to give a special thanks to Judith Pepper out Major Gifts Officer and to all of our donors throughout the community for their wonderful generosity. For the fifth year in a row, we are going to give out money from the Northern Foundation than we have in the 112-year history of the College. That is thanks to the partnerships and generosity of our donors. It is not official but it is likely that because of the State budget and Legislative session there will be $100M added to the Lottery Scholarship this year and tens of millions of dollars added to the Opportunity Scholarship. There will be more money available to college students this fall than there ever has before. For our public school district partners, for perspective students, for current students, we want to make sure we get the word out that there is more money available to students than ever before and there is no better time to make the transition into and through higher education than right now and we are at their service to make that happen then right now.
D. Eagle Corporation Update

Eagle Corporation has not met but President Bailey is excited about the possibility of EARTH New Mexico to be located on the El Rito Campus and it will look at a few specific products that could be scaled up and manufactured in El Rito with student support that could end up becoming a foundation element on the El Rito Campus.

VII. FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT REPORT

Dr. X stated they are working on their numerous committees. For their faculty meeting they have a faculty spotlight and the presentations are posted on Faculty Website. They had a successful Women’s History Month panel in conjunction with Student Senate this past Tuesday with 13 participants with 3 wise women from out area and this is on the Faculty Senate website. Thank you, Sandy Krollick, for posting it. Congratulations to Evelyn Juarez should she need anything Ana X is happy to support her. Congratulations Regent Archuleta and thank you Regents Martinez and Rodriguez.

VIII. STUDENT SENATE PRESIDENT REPORT

Regent Juarez stated the student senate has been very busy lately. This past Tuesday the student senate collaborated with the faculty senate to sponsor and offer a panel presentation in honor of Women’s History Month to our college community. Huge shoutout to Dr. X for recruiting the three women who shared their story, shared what women’s history month meant to them, and how it has affected their chosen life career.

The 3 were:

Tauz TamuPovi, perinatal community healthcare worker in Espanola from San Ildefonso Pueblo.
Jessica Frechette-Gutfreund, Executive Director, Breath of My Heart Birthplace
Shirley Romero Otero, Chicana activist, educator, writer; Executive Director of Move Mountains Youth Project Inc., San Luis, CO.

This next month, the student senate will bring to our college community someone by the name of Gaye Adegbalola who is a former lead singer and songwriter of the internationally renowned Blues group, Saffire to put on a concert and talk about both black history month and women’s history month. HUGE shoutout to Dr. Appiarius for all his help in communicating with Gaye and helping to make this all happen.

Similarly, with the wants to support Diversity, Equity and Inclusion for our college community, the student senate is planning to also provide a diversity training in the month of April which will be led by our advisor, Dr. Appiarius and a co-facilitator, both of...
which are highly qualified and trained to do so. We'll strongly encourage for staff and faculty to join along with students.

Our next Fly Like an Eagle Speaker Series which focuses on the core competencies that employers are looking for in their employees will be presented by our very own Vice President Velarde. Thank you so much for accepting to share your amazing story and expertise with us. I know it’ll be great.

Student senate is also currently doing a giveaway for our students to increase student engagement and student followers on our Instagram page. The more students we have as followers, the more people we will reach when posting about our events, pro-vaccine posts, campus resources, updates, and more.

Lastly, shared a resolution with you all that was passed during this morning’s student senate meeting. This resolution proposes to build an Eagle Emergency Fund for our students by rolling over any of the residual student activity fees funds from the student senate, clubs, and organizations which would be deposited directly into the Emergency Fund. This proposal has yet to be presented to senior management since we just passed this, but it is an initiative that the student senate would love to champion so that we could provide our students with quick and direct economic relief in times of unusual and acute economic hardship, food insecurity, housing insecurity, and more. The money used for the student senate budget and the budget for clubs and organizations comes directly from student fees so we believe it is only fair to have that money returned to the students in this way. We would work with Dr. Appiarius, our advisor, to develop clear criteria that govern how the money can be used which is both ethical and practical as well as consistent with good fiduciary practices. Regent Juarez will keep the Board of Regents all updated on this.

Regent Velarde stated she likes that idea. As a single mom, when she had an emergency, this is a great thing for Students. Thank you for that idea.

IX. STAFF REPORTS

A. Provost & Vice President for Academic Affairs

1. Approval on Policy Health and Safety

Dr. Lopez stated first of all on behalf of the Academic and Student Affairs Division he would like to congratulate and welcome Regent Archuleta and Regent Juarez. It is going to be an honor to serve under their leadership and guidance and he is looking forward to working with them. Dr. Lopez stated on page 16 of the package this is a new policy on Health and Safety. This policy, Dr. Lopez would like to thank a new member of NNMC since January, Mr. Kendall Berrian who is in attendance for preparing this document. It
was one of the first assignments. This document was triggered for two reasons, one is for the lack of policy on Health and Safety at Northern but secondly as we speak, there is some funding that has not been given to Northern in particular to Rhiannon West, she has a proposal that has been approved by some subcommittees of ENBRE which is a project sponsored by the National Institute of Health and it is to do research on fish. In order to have this animal lab, able to receive federal funding we need the approval from OLA and this is, it is going to be great when we get this approval. This will allow us to get more funding in the future but as part of the application with OLA, something we need to show is that we are making progress in process, policies and procedures that have to do with safety. This is one of the initial steps for us to address OLA concerns, this policy. After the policy was developed by Kendall, it was submitted for the 15-day input from stakeholders, the entire NNMC community, it went to the Executive Team and finally it went to the Ortiz & Zamora Law Firm, our attorneys, they reviewed the document, it went through several modifications and the final document is the one the Board of Regents has. This was presented to Committees and he would welcome any questions from the Board of Regents.

Board President Martin entertained motion to approve.

Regent Swentzell moved to approve the new Health & Safety Policy. Second – Regent Archuleta. A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin - yes, Regent Velarde - yes, Regent Swentzell - yes, Regent Archuleta - yes, Regent Juarez - yes. Motion passed unanimously.

2. Approval on Policy on Credit Unit

Dr. Lopez stated the second policy is, as we expand our online programs and our hybrid courses, we found that it was relevant to define through policy what we mean by credits. The credits have been explained to students and faculty in the Catalog at least for the last 15 years. It explains what we mean in terms of instruction time for one college credit. In Northern, there is three types of credit. One is a theory credit which is equivalent to 50 minutes of instruction. We have a studio credit which is 100 minutes of instruction and we have the lab credit which is equivalent to 150 minutes of instruction. However, these definitions are really for faculty. What is the expectation in terms of instructional time? These 50 minutes, this is a period of 16 weeks through a semester. As we expand in online instruction, it was relevant to define these terms also for students. What is the expectation in terms of the time that the student has to put into classes depending on the type of credits? This document basically explains what is the expectation of minimum time students need to invest for one credit of theory, one credit of studio or one credit of lab. This is very relevant because when you have a label that is taught online through simulation it is important that students understand what is going to be the commitment and also for the instructors to know what their commitment. That is what this policy, it is a policy that clarifies the terms and these terms
are going to be explained now through the catalog which is the documents students typically use to understand their programs. It is an official document that communicates expectations in terms of academic programs and courses through the students. If the Board approves this document, the language will go in the 21-22 catalog. The document was reviewed at the Academic and Student Affairs Committee. Dr. Lopez welcomed any questions from the Board of Regents. Board President Martin asked if there were any questions for Dr. Lopez.

Regent Swentzell stated this is his third reading of the policy and a question arose coming from his institution and this is for his clarity. We have a distinctive definition for those classes that deal with physical education, PE, or in their case they have a different prefix for that than that, does that fall under theory, what category does this fall under. Dr. Lopez stated we have very few courses that many times the students they take these courses really to complete, to get to the 15-credit hour that is required by the lottery per semester or they are attempting to get to the 12 to qualify as full-time students for Financial Aid purposes. Those courses, probably since the last five years have not been part of general education. At some point they counted as general education. They no longer count. We used to teach many of these courses, Ryan will remember, now per semester we probably have eight to ten courses and those courses do not have a special definition. Depending on the course, you may see variation, some will include an hour of study or theory if there is going to be some interaction where they need to learn something specific, then they need to learn theory. If the course is going to be mainly physical activity you will see studio on those. We do not have a specific definition of credit for those and it is precisely because these courses do not really count as any program, they are not part of general education. We offer those really to allow students to get to the 12 or 15 credit. They do not count towards any degree that we are currently offering. Regent Swentzell stated for more learning on his part, if anyone remembers, what was the rationale for removing health type courses out of general education for Northern. He knows, Colleges and University's debate that and when you think about general education a well-rounded individual, and all the ways an individual might improve upon their greater knowledge and well-being, what was the rationale behind that. Dr. Lopez stated he would fail to give specifics. He was not the Provost at the time. He does remember in the general education statewide committee, those courses did not make it within those areas on communication, quantitative analysis, lab, they didn't make it there. Northern, he wants to remember, he was in Engineering and when they removed them the College was under enormous pressure to get all the degrees from 128 Bachelor programs to 120 and from 68 credits, 66 for Associates to 60. The faculty senate, this recommendation ultimately came from the Faculty Senate back then, it was really, when you have to start reducing your program to get to the 120, something has to go and he remembers there was debate and Ryan was here when it happened, there was debate at the Senate. This is what he remembers and it has been so long. He cannot remember the specific details; it was the pressure to try to go to 120 when these courses had to be cut. He remembers that some faculty expressed in terms of academic rigorous, probably
this was the area that they can play with especially with programs that have a third-party accreditation like Engineering, Nursing, Education and Business. It was impossible for them to keep up on courses, on technical courses in the specific field. In this trade off to get a shorter program it was physical education that was decided. Those are the things he remembers about the debate. Dr. Lopez asked Ryan if he remembers something else that happened at that time.

Ryan Cordova, Athletic Director stated what Dr. Lopez was talking about was five or six years ago when we made that change and at the same time, we moved in FYE. The debate there was if he remembers right was that that class was going to be a very important elective or a course that we would really like to see within the maximum number, the 60 or 120 hours. Courses like in music or health and exercise science were actually dropped so they didn't have to make that to meet the hours. They didn't make it mandatory and they remained as an elective. That changed and it was driven by the State making the change from 120 to 60 hours. It was also due to the fact that the numbers at that time had dwindled in all of those classes in Music and the PE courses. There were only a few courses that were offered or really attended well where there were fifteen or more students. It was pretty unanimous across the table that this change be made.

Dr. Lopez thanked Mr. Cordova to bringing the FYE, this is something that happened back then, two courses were added, the first-year experience, that has been proven elsewhere that it helped with student retention and student success. The other course that made it to the Bachelor programs was foreign language, it became a mandatory course for Bachelor programs back then. It is no longer the case; it has already changed because of the changes in General Education in New Mexico. Regent Swentzel stated he appreciates it and apologized for throwing a question out of nowhere.

Board President Martin entertained a motion to approve.

Regent Juarez moved to approve the Policy on Credit Unit. Second – Regent Velarde. A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin - yes, Regent Velarde - yes, Regent Swentzel - yes, Regent Archuleta - yes, Regent Juarez - yes. Motion passed unanimously.

3. Tenure Recommendation for Dr. Teresa Beaty

Dr. Lopez stated this is the best time of the year for him because this is the acknowledgement of excellence and to the hard work and commitment to faculty. Dr. Lopez stated he would like to clarify the meaning of tenure just in case because this is unique to higher education. Tenure is a protection for academic freedom. In order to move forward in terms of knowledge and in the pursuit of truth we need to provide a safe space and protection for our faculty to do research in any area of their field of expertise. This is also applicable to teach, they have the liberty to teach in their field of expertise.
and they need to have the protection to be threatened by an administrator, politician, community or student in their work pursuing truth. Tenure is a guarantee for a long-life job. A faculty member who is granted tenure gets a lifetime job. Their contract ends under very few circumstances, the most common is when they decide to resign, retire, it is when the contract ends. The other reason is for financial reasons. If the college has to terminate a program where the faculty member serves, then many times the position goes through reduction in force. The other possibility is just cause. The CBA and the Faculty Senate have a process how to deal with a faculty member, it could happen, it has happened in other institutions when they have done something illegal. It also comes with the privilege that after seven years of service they can apply for sabbatical leave. The other important thing that comes with tenure is promotion. Tenured faculty members are hired as assistant professors and when they are granted tenure, they become associate professors. There is one exception when somebody has the rank at another institution, they can be granted Tenure.

Dr. Lopez stated on behalf of President Bailey with his recommendation he would like to recommend tenure for Dr. Beaty who is a faculty member in the department of Biology, Chemistry and Environmental Science. In order to proceed with this recommendation, she went through a rigorous review process. Her dossier was evaluated with all her accomplishments, work, student evaluations and it was required for her to demonstrate excellence in four areas: (1) Teaching – faculty member has to demonstrate teaching effectiveness; (2) commitment too student advisement; (3) evidence of excellence in college service including community service (4) scholarly activities. The faculty member who is looking for tenure must demonstrate they are the best they could be in their field of expertise. They have obligations or participants in committees related to their field. They have to demonstrate they are real experts in their field of expertise. Dr. Lopez is glad to see the summary of Dr. Teresa Beaty’s achievements and her CV and he is honored to recommend Dr. Beaty too be granted Tenure. Dr. Beaty is here at the Board of Regents Meeting and Dr. Lopez asked Dr. Beaty to give the Board of Regents a brief description of her area of expertise, her research, a few comments and the Board of Regents should ask any questions they have.

Bio-Geochemistry and the reason she got to that is she knew she wanted to be a scientist but she didn’t know what type so she did them all which makes her very useful in research. Some of her latest research she is doing is remote sensing and she is doing this with students. They are looking at changes in vegetation in the Southwest and changes in drought conditions in the Southwest. All using free data, mostly from NASA satellites. She has also worked in the past with climate models where she looked at changes in ocean chemistry over time and looked to see what the future looks like for us as far as ocean health. The health of our ocean is the health of our planet. As long as we have a healthy ocean, we are going to be okay if we lose our ocean then we are going to lose the rest of the planet as well. As far as future work, with the recommendation of Dr. Lopez and Joaquin Gallegos, they sent in recommendations in for her to be part of NASA’s
Develop Program and she interviewed for a lead position on Tuesday and she will see in April or May if she is selected for that position and it is a summer position and she will be able to take that knowledge to her students.

Regent Juarez stated she has not had the privilege of being taught by Dr. Beaty but she has heard nothing but wonderful things from her Biology peers. Thank you so much for everything you do for us and all the students at Northern New Mexico College.

Regent Velarde stated thank you to Dr. Beaty as a self-proclaimed tree hugger she thanks her for her work she is doing for our planet and the future of our generations still to come. Thank you so much, she appreciates, it is an honor to be here and be able to recommend tenure for her.

President Bailey stated Dr. Beaty is a student-centered educator, she is community minded, she is a natural leader. She is the facilitator of our Sharing Governance group where we are really making some inroads and creating a safe space to talk about how we improve as a College and as Administration. He wholeheartedly concurs with the Faculty Senate’s Tenure and Promotion Council recommendation and the recommendation of the Provost. It is an honor to serve with her and he wholeheartedly recommend her for Tenure.

Board President entertained a motion for approval.
Regent Swentzell stated he agrees with fellow regents and others that it is a wonderful opportunity when approval of Tenure comes to the Board. The action that the Board is conducting today is not just important in celebrating Dr. Beaty’s achievements, she also regularly supports 20 students as an advisor. That is a fulltime job also right there. At places like Northern New Mexico College, faculty do a lot more work than just research and classes but mentoring and advising students. This is really recognition of the incredible service that you not only provide to your department but the College and guidance to students. When we recognize Tenure, we are making an important commitment not to just Dr. Bailey but to the role of shared governance in the College. As a Regent he is behind the idea of tenuring and very concerned the dynamics in higher education the shift towards greater part time faculty. He knows that our adjunct faculty serve a very important role in institutions but it is this time-honored practice and tradition of Tenure that is at the core of higher education institutions. As long Regent Swentzell is a Regent he will wholeheartedly support the idea of holding on to this and also to make sure that we don’t fall into the trend of so many other colleges in relying on adjunct faculty for the majority of our courses. Our faculty are our key providers of opportunities for students.
Regent Swentzell moved to approve Dr. Beaty’s Tenure. Second - Regent Juarez. A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin - yes, Regent Velarde - yes, Regent Swentzell - yes, Regent Archuleta - yes, Regent Juarez - yes. Motion passed unanimously.

4. Academic Calendar 2021-2022

Dr. Lopez stated the Board delegated the special authority to President Bailey to change the calendar because of the pandemic. On page 33 is the proposed calendar for 21-22. It resembles prior calendars, there is a shift of one day as it has happened. The calendar has everything, holy days, fall break, spring break, etc. There are no major changes to this calendar. This is an informational item so the Board is aware where we are. We are not expecting any changes. This calendar will be advertised soon and was sent to the Union for comments. So far, no comments have come from the Union. There is an important distinction, NNMC to address student success/retention has increased 8-week courses. Starting last fall and this spring we went from 10 courses in 2019 and now we have 120 courses that are scheduled in an 8-week format. This is a best practice from Complete College America. This is the first time we have specific dates for these 8-week courses since they are becoming more common, it was important to mention the dates and deadlines for the courses. This is a novelty on this calendar compared to any other calendar. Board President Martin asked if there were questions for Dr. Lopez and thanked him for keeping the Board of Regents up to date.

B. Vice President for Finance & Administration

1. Fiscal Watch Reports

Mr. Lithgow stated he is the Comptroller of the College. They are going to go over the Fiscal Watch report for the period of February 28, 2021. There was an inadvertent date correction on the packet for the memo so it is requesting for last month but it is for February 28, 2021. Regarding Statement of Net Position (Balance Sheet), current assets of $7M and this was an increase over the prior period. Receivable decreased to $700,000. Total current assets are $8.2M. Capital assets, there is no change. With pension related deferred resources, there are no changes and will get updated with the audit. Accounts payable had a slight increase, deferred income increased because of federal awards. Noncurrent liabilities, related to the OPED liabilities and pension liabilities. The unrestricted amount is an increase over the prior period and sits at $1.4M unrestricted cash. In the Income Statement, Plant funds and operating for February, revenues at 66% collected year to date which is in line with the 8/12 of the budgetary basis. We have a little bit of tuition and fees to collect over the summer. Expenses, total expenses year to date is about 51% and lower than revenues collected. The bulk of expenses are for salaries and benefits and student aid. One major factor that this is lower is we are operating remotely so there are not miscellaneous expenses. Plant Funds, we have
expended $54,000 which is a slight increase. Revenues are increased by about $2M over last year and the bulk is because of the Branch College. Expenses are slightly under; we don’t have those expenses for items that we would normally be consuming during a normal course of business. Expenses for auxiliary expenses have also decreased. Plant funds have had nominal change. Capital Appropriations are a different ball of wax it is an apples and oranges comparison last year at this time we did spend $400,000 and this year $154,000 and the bulk is for the fire alarm. For the Statement of Cash flows, the receipts for the College are mainly for tuition. The bulk of the payments for outflows are for salaries and benefits and another $3.4M for suppliers. Payment for scholarships, like the President said earlier we are almost at $1M. State appropriations are right on line. With the cash balance of $7.69M. Mr. Lithgow stood for questions.

Regent Velarde stated the committee did discuss the monies that were saved was because we work remotely and having classes remotely. We are going to need different things to come back to the campus and start up. We discussed how to dedicate anything we save to that first. Mr. Bejarano stated we are going to go to a rev back up kind of expenditure when we come back and we don’t want to spend the money we have saved until we are ready to hit the ground running. We are going to need a lot of PPE, we are looking at our federal funding, out fund balance and what not.


2. Budget Adjustment Reports (BARs)

Mr. Bejarano stated there are no BARs for this meeting.

3. Board Fees Resolution

Mr. Bejarano stated he would like to explain briefly that currently we do not have a mechanism or policy to compensate Board members when they are assigned by the Board President for a special assignment such as the COVID return to campus work group. This Resolution will allow the College to compensate Board Members to compensate at the regular rate that they would as attending any meeting. It does require appointment by the Board President to the Ad Hoc Committee. Board President Martin asked if there were any questions and entertained a motion to approve.

Regent Archuleta moved to approve the Board Fees Resolution. Second – Regent Velarde. A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin – yes, Regent Velarde – yes, Regent Swentzell – yes, Regent Archuleta – yes, Regent Juarez – yes. Motion passed unanimously.
X. DEEP DIVE

1. Department of Business Administration

Dr. Lori Baca presented the Deep Dive on the Department of Business Administration to the Board of Regents.

XI. PUBLIC INPUT

Mr. Tim Crone thanked the Board for allowing him to comment and he would like to congratulate the two new Regents. He would also like to note something that the College is trying to restore some things of the past that were very beneficial and the appointment of the Regents makes every Regent a former student of some iteration of this institution, Chair Martin (picture shown), this is from the Northern Light from June of 1991. Two of the Regents attended his classes and he called the Regents to welcome them and introduce himself. As it turned our he didn’t need to introduce himself too Regent Archuleta. He would also like to congratulate Dr. Beaty and add to Regent Swentzells comments. Tenure is valuable institution to the entire world and regarding the Academic Calendar and the NFEE is preparing for negotiations and will be sending an official letter to the Regents and President Bailey soon to open negotiations. Thank you and good luck to the new regents, we welcome you.

XII. EXECUTIVE SESSION

Board President Martin entertained a motion to enter into Executive Session.

Regent Swentzell moved to go into executive session to discuss only those items listed on the Agenda. Regent Velarde – Second. A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin – yes, Regent Velarde – yes, Regent Swentzell – yes, Regent Archuleta – yes, Regent Juarez – yes. Motion passed unanimously. The Board entered into Executive Session at 10:51AM.

Board President Martin entertained a motion to return from Executive Session and stating no action was taken and only those items listed on the Agenda were discussed.

Regent Swentzell moved to return from executive session and positively affirm only those items on the agenda were discussed. Regent Archuleta – second. A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin – yes, Regent Velarde – yes, Regent Swentzell – yes, Regent Archuleta – yes, Regent Juarez – yes. Motion passed unanimously.
XIII  POSSIBLE ACTION ON EXECUTIVE SESSION

President Bailey stated the recommendation was for the Board to consider a motion to retain the services of Dena Holcomb for the purposes of Collective Bargaining.

Regent Velarde moved to hire Dina Holcomb to represent NNMC in CBA with the unions. Second – Regent Juarez. A roll call vote was taken. Board President Martin – yes, Regent Velarde – yes, Regent Swentzel – yes, Regent Archuleta – yes, Regent Juarez – yes. Motion passed unanimously.

XIV. ADJOURNMENT

At this time Ms. Cecilia Romero, Notary, witnessed signatures of Regent Archuleta and Regent Juarez on their Oath of Office.

Board President Martin entertained a Motion to Adjourn.


The Board of Regents adjourned at 11:32AM.
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